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¢ SEMI-ANALYTICAL TREATMENT OF I=RACTURE/MATRIX FLOW
I

IN A DUAL-POROSITY SIMULATOR FOR UNSATURATED FRACTURED ROCK MASSES
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Berkeley, CA 94720
(510) 486-7106, 486.-4789

ABSTRACT
equilibrium can be achieved between the fractures and matrix

A semi-analytical dual-porosity simulator for unsaturated flow blocks. For highly.transient processes, such ,as the infiltration
in fractured rock masses has been developed. Fluid flow that would occur after a pm.cipitation event, the "dual.
between the fracture network and the matrix blocks is porosity" nature of the medium must be accounted for. In a
described by analytical expressions that have been derived dual-porosity medium, the fractures provide most of the high
from approximate solutions to the imbibition equation. These permeability of ',he rock mass, whereas most of the fluid
expressions have been programmed into the unsaturated flow storage tab:es place in the relatively low-permeabilily matrix
simulator, TOUGH, as a source/sink term. Flow processes are blocks. The complex behavior of dual-porosity systems arises
tl_cn simulated using only fracture elements in the cornputa- from the fact that there will be. different time scales
tional grid. The mociified code is used to simulate flow along corresponding to diffusion in the fracture network and in the
single fractures, and infiltration into pervasively fractured for- matrix blocka.
m;_tions.

The most commonly used conceptt,',d model of a dual-
INTRODUCTION porosity system assumes the existence of two overlapping con-

tinua, the fracture continuum and the matrix continuum. Flow

A potential site for an underground radioactive waste is assumed to take place not only through the fractures, but
r"pository is in Nevada at Yucca Mountain, in a region con- also between the fractures and the matrix. 4'5 The traditional

sisting of highly-fraclured, volcanic tuff. t As pall of the pro- method of simulating processes in such systems involves
cess of characterizing the site for the purposes of determining explicit discretization of both the fracture continuum and the
it._ suitabilily for a repository, _e have been developing matrix blocks. 6 Simulations using thtr, approach may require
mathematical and computational models for studying the flow an enormously large number of computational grid blocks for
of water in unsaturated, fractured rock masses having low each matrix block. For example, if we discretize a cubical
mattSx permeability. In order tc) study highly transient matrix block of side L into smaller, cubical grid blocks, of
infiltration processes that may occur, we need to be able to s_ze, say, L,'5, this will lead to 53=125 grid blocks in each
treat flows in tuffaceous geological units that consist of two matrix block. A more efficient approach is the MINC 7
intermingled networks of porosity: a (relatively) high- method, in which the matrix block is discretized into nested
permeability, low storativity fracture network, ,and low- elements, thus treating /low within each matrix b_ock as being
permeability, high-storativity matrix blocks. We accomplish mathematically one.dimension_. We have found that accurate
this by modifying an existing numerical simulator, TOUGt-!:_, treatment of u'ansient effects with the MINC method requires
so as to treat flow between the frac:tme network and matrix that the representative matrix block associated with ezch com-
blocks by an analy0c',d expression. This modified code can be putational cell of the fracture continuum must itself be broken
used to study transient flow processes that may be expected to up into about ten nested grid blocks. Hence simulation of
occur at Yucca Mountain. transient proces_s will require, roughly ten times the number

of computational cells needed for quasi-steady-state simula-
DUAL.POROSITY MODELS tions. Since the CPU time required by most numerical simu-

lators grows at lea_ as fast as the number of computational
For processes which occur on a sufficiently slow time cells, simulation of large-scale transient processes using tradi-

scale, it is often assumed that the fractured rock mass can be tional dual-porosity ,_imulators becomes computationally bur-
,_ treated as an equivalent i_rous medium, with a_ effective per. densome.

meability that is' a weighted average of the I_rmeabilities of
the fracture network and the matrix blocks.--This approach We have taken the approach of inco r]_rating into a
assumes that the matrix blocks are always in local equilibrium numerical simulator an analytical expression _.9 for absorption
with their surrounding fractures; it is therefore capable of of water into matrix blocks, which then plays the role of a
simulating processes that occur slowly enough that pressure source/sink coupling term for the fractures. A similar treat-
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ment for single-phase fluid flow and heat transfer has been turated matrix block, under the previously-discussed step-
taken by Pruess and Wu. _° This approach is in the spirit of function boundary conditions. Under the ass_lmption that the
the MINC method, since it assumes that the fractures sur- gas phase is infinitely mobile, the flow of li(,uid water in an -
n_unding each individual matrix block are in local equilibrium, unsarurated porous medium can be describext by the high.ly
and so imbibidon into the matrix block commences simultane- nonlinear Richard's equation: 12
ously from its entire outer boundary, Our analytical expres, tIt,

sionaccountsfor facto,',suchasblockg,net , i,,itJalsaturation, and the hydrological properties of the matrix div grad_lKX,t., (l)--iJblocks. Diffi:rent absorption expressions have been developed L J at

for media which have relative permeability and capillary pres.

,;urc curves of the van Genuchten-Mualem or Brooks.Corey In eq. (I), _ represents the pressure potential of the water in
,,,,pc. The accuracy of these interaction terms have been the matrix block, lt is positive in regions of full saturation,
verified through numerical simulations of imbibition into sin- where it is equivalent to the usual (hydrostatic) pressure used
gle matrix blocks of various shapes and sizes.9 For either in fluid mechanics; it is negative in regions of partial satura-
form of the characteristic curves, evaluation of the tion. The saturation S represents the fraction of pore space
fracture/matrix Ilow coupling term requires an insignificant that is filled with water. S and Nt are related through the
_rnounl of CPU time. The computational meshes used in our capillary pressure relation, the precise fon'n of which depends
simulations then consist only of "fracture elements," whose

' on rock type (see below). The parameter k is the permeability
penneability, porosity, and other properties are those of the of the matrix block under fully-saturated conditions, l.t is the
fracture system, averaged over a suitably large representative viscosity of the pore water', and _ is the porosity of the matrix
elementary volume (REVII). The matrix blocks are not expli, block, kt(_) is the dimensionless relative permeability func-
citly discretized or represented in the computa,.ional mesh, but lion, which quantifies the decrease in the permeability to water
are accounted for through the source/sink coupling term. The

due to the fact that some of the pores art: occupied by air; it is
only geometrical properties of the matrix blocks that are typically a strongly increasing function of S.
required as input to the simulations are their volumes and their
surface areas. Flow from the fractures into the matrix blocks

There are various assumptions _'_d simplilications inherent
at any given location is assumed to begin when the liquid
saturation in the fractures at that location reaches some nomi- in eq. (l) which require some discussion. Most rocks and

nal value which is taken to signal the arrival of the liquid soils are hysteretic with regards to capillary pressure, which
front. After this time, the flux of water into the matrix block means that the S(_) relationship depends on whether drainage

or imbibition is occurring, and on the past saturation history of
is calculated from our analytical expressions, as a function of the rock. For most of the processes that we are interested in,
the matrix block properties, initial saturation, and elapsed time

the saturations vary monotonically, and so hysteresis can be
since the start of imbibition into that particular block.

ignored. Hence, we assume that S is a single-valued function

FRACTURE/MATRIX FLOW EXPRESSIONS of _, with no dependence on past values. Eq. (I) also
a.ssurnes that as the liquid water imbibes into the matrix, it is

In a large-sc_z_e dow process occurrind in an unsaturated not impeded by the air that is initially in place. This assump-
dual-porosity mediwn, the saturations and pressures will vary lion is "known to be correct for flow into an unbounded
with time in both the fractures and the matrix blocks, How. medium, since the air can escape ahead of the advancing
ever, due to the much larger permeability of the fractures, liquid front. For flow that is assumed to be entering a finite.
diffusion of liquid wili typically occur much more. rapidly in sized matrix block, it is possible that air will be. trapped ira a
the fractures than in the matrix blocks, Hence, if a liquid pocket at the center' of the block; however, this problem will
saturation front is diffusing through the fracture network, we be ignored in the present discussion.
expect that the time it takes to travel past a single matrix
block will be very small compared with the characteristic time Finally, eq. (1) also neglects gravity, which otherv,'Jse
of diffusion within that block. This allows us to m',tke the would lead to an additional gravitational Potential term pgz to

approximation that any given matrix block is surrounded by be added to the pressure potential _. Roughly speaking, gray-
fractures that are either "ahead of" or "behind" the satura- ity can be neglected in the earl), stages of imbibition, when
lion front in the fracture network. We therefore assume that capillary gradients are large relative to the gravitation_ gra.
the boundary conditions for the matrix block, which are pro- dicnt. At longer times, the capillary gradients have been
vided by the surrounding fractures, are of the step.function smoothed out, and the gravitational gradient predominates.
type. That is to say, the saturation in the fracture is at its ini- For imbibition into a finite-sized block, the relative effects of
ual value Si for t< to, and then abruptly jumps to some higher the thc,;e two gradients are quantified by the razio of the block
value, sar So, for t>t_,. In a sense, we have partially uncou- size to the "sorptive lengl.h", which was delined by Phil it,I:_ ,,

• in terms of the integral of the relative _rn'Jeability function
pied the problem, which allows us to solve the difhJsion equa-
tion in the matrix block under boundary conditions that are with respect to _. Zimmcrman ct al.9 showed that, using

llydrological parameters believed lo be appropriate tor the
,i lr

assumed to be 'known". Topopah Spring welded tuffs at Yucca Mountain, 14 the soq')-

Hence the basic problem that must be solved in order to live length is about 8 m. This means thai, roug,hly sr,cakin_;,
develop analytic e:,:pressions for the fracture/matrix [low gravity can be ignored ira an,,, matnx block who._ diamder is
interactions is that of wa)er imbibing into an initially unsa- much less than 8 m. Si_e fracture spacings in the Topopah

Spnng unit are tlz)ught lo be on the order of tens of centime.
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tort, '5 we can assume mat imbibition into matrix blocks is

Each rock has its own set of "characteristic functions"
that describe the relationships between S, _ and kt. Two sets

,,. of characteristic functions that are often used in modeling the
hydraulic behavior of the volcanic tufts at Yucca Mountain are
those that were proposed by Brooks and Corey, t6 and

Mualem 17 and var_ Genuchten. Is The van Genuchten-Mualem t < to t >_.tofunctions are

StW) = Sr+(S¢-Sr)[I +(ocIWI)'] ''m , (2a) Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of problem to be solved for imbi.
bition into a matrix block.

kr(W) = .{1 - (alwI)r;-t[ 1+ (cxlV I)n]"m}.2_
[l+(alVi)n]m,, 2 , (2b) at some partial saturation SI, which corresponds to some

potential _q<0. At some time to the saturation front in the

where c_ is a scaling parameter that has dimensions of 1/pres. fracture network passes the matrix block, after which the
sure, and m and n are dimensionless parameters that satisfy matrix block has the boundary condition _i=.-.0on the boun-
m-l-l/n, n>2.19 Sr is the residual air saturation, at which dary _)fl (see Fig. 1). For both the Mualern-van Genuchten
the liquid phase becomes immobile, wl_le Si, which is usually and Brooks-Corey characteristic curves, we have developed
very close to 1.0, is the saturation at which the matric poten- fai.rly accurate solutions s'_° to this problem for short times,
tial goes to zero. The Brooks-Corey characteristic functions when the problem behaves like imbibition into a semi-infinite
involve a parameter ct which represents the inverse of the medium. Denoting the outer surface area by A, the cumula-

tive volumetric flux Q into the block at early.times, which is"air.entry pressure", defined so that if I_1 < l/c_, then air can-
not enter the rock, so that S=S, and kf = 1. When IWI> l/c_, the integral of the instantaneous flux, is approximately equal

to the following:the Brooks.Corey characteristic functions are given by

Mualem - van Genuchten media:
S(_) = S, + (S,- S,){ct_ I"_, (3a)

[ 2nk_(S,- Si)' + '/n (t- to) ] 'akt(w) = laWI-¢3n'_2), (3b) Q = A _[m_S-_- Sr)]l/r' ; (4a)

where n is some parameter that satisfies n> 1.19 The parame- Brooks-Corey media:
ters c_.and n used in these two sets of characteristic functions

(2a,b) ar_d(3a,b) have similarmeanings, but arenotneces- [2kd_(S_S,)(t__[1+ag (S'-Si) llla..,sarily equal to each other for a given rock. Q = A 2_-_--'_,) || .(4b)

Eq. (1) is essentially a diffusion equation, with the con.
ductance and capacitance related to the characteristic functions As an illustration of the accuracy of these solutions, Fig. 2
kcb) and S(_). The nonlinearity of these characteristic func- shows the sorptivity of a Brooks-Corey porous medium, which
lions renders exact solutions to eq. (1) nearly impossible to is defined by S=Q/A_ (tbr small times.), as predicted by
obtain, even for simple geometries such as one-dimensional eq. (4b) and by numerical solution to the governing equation
flow into an unbounded region. In order to construct a dual- (1). The approximate solution is very accurate over the entire
porosity model that is fairly general, we r-,e.d expressions for range of initial saturatioas, and over the entire range of per-
the rate of imbibition into finite, Jrregularly_shaped matrix missable values of n.
blocks. To develop such expre_ions, we have used the fol-
lowing approach. First, we used the integral method to Eqs. (4a,b) show that, for small times, the cumulative flux
develop approximate expressions for one-dimensional imbibi- is equal to SA (t-_"S_-_). The. total flux into the block, at
lion into an unbounded formation. 8,2° Next, we extended these sufficiently long times after the arrival of the saturation front
solutions to regular geometries such as spherical, cylindrical, in the adjacent fractures, will be Q,=_V(S,-St). Hence the
or slab-like matrix blocks. 9 Finally, we developed scaling laws fraction',d uptake in the blocks, defined by Q/Q,, will initially
that allow us to extend these results to irregularly-shaped be. equal to SAN/(t--"_/_V(S_--Si). In other words, at small
blocks, based on knowledge of their volumes and surface times, Q/Q,--4"_, where x is defined by

" areas.9

The bas;c problem of imbibition into a matrix block can '1:: [ 0(S,--Si)J (t-t,:,). (5)be lormulated as follows. Consider a matrix block occupying
a region of space li, with boundary _fl. Initially, the block is
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2.o- at each time step, which represents the average flux for the
source/sink over the time interval %<t_;t,+l. For
fracture/mat.fix leakage, this generation term is calculated t'rom

_.6- ._ eq. (6) as

I-.- .... E_....(_" ,._--_ _n+l _,_n

"'"Cd..._ ",_ Q('c_ |) - Q(xa) *__ s = , (7)
t2- "'"5]...,,

0 '% •

c_ where the dimensionless time '_ is calculated from eqs. (4a,b)
__ and (5). Leakage from a given fracture element is assumed to

J_< o.a_ --_ _ begin when the saturation (or capillary pressure) in the frac-a: turereaches some nominal value that is taken to mark thf:
o v Numeral, n--- t -n_ arrival of the saturation front. In the simulations describedz

_ E°--"4"b2"_=_2 "" '_ below, we use 0.90 as the cutoff saturation; further numerical

o._- 0 Num_l?ol, n= 2 _ simulations are planned to study the influence of this parame-
E0. (4b), n : 10 ter on the results.

I_ Numerical, n = I0

o.o , ..... , .... , ....... , - FLOW ALONG A FRACTURE WITH LEAKAGE "Ft THE
o.o o.2 0.4 0.6 o.8 I.o MATRIX

INITIAl.SATURATION,Si

One basic problem which has much relevance to under-
Fig. 2. Normalized sorptivity S_oqx,rk$(Ss-Si)] of a Brooks- standing the hydrological behavior of the Yucca Mountain
Corey porous medium, as a function of initial saturation, for tuffaceous rocks is that of water flowing along a fracture, with
various values of n. For simplicity, we assume that S,= 1.0 leakage into the adjacent matrix. 2_ Martinez discussed this
,and Sr=0. problem for the case where the fracture is oriented vertically,

and the flow downward along the fracture is gravity-driven, n
In one of Martinez' models, the fracture was assumed to

We then make the assumption that Q/Q,,, will be uniquely behave as a smooth-waned "slot" of constant aperture, while
determined by the variable z, for ali values of t. This implies in another model the fracture was _reated as a porous medium
that the effec_ of block geometry will be accounted fbr by the with its own characteristic functions. His results showed that
surface-to-volume moo, A/V. For Mualem-van Genuchten the precise details of the hydraulic properties of the fracture
media, we have found that this deper_ence can be approxi- were relatively unimportant, and that the absolute permeability
mated by was the only property of the fracture that influenced the rate

of advance of the water. This result provides some
justification for our assumption that the saturation front moves

------.--Q_- = 0.89x/_ - 0.191; (6) through the/'t'acture network in a piston-like manner. A more_V(S,-S,)
detailed mathematical analysis of this problem, including
asymptotic results for small and large times, has been given

where x is given by eqs. (4a) and (5). Eq. (6) is used until the by Nitao and Buscheck. :'3
right-hand-side equals 1, at which time the matrix block is

fully saturated; thereat'tct, the instantaneous flux is zero. Tl'fis As an example of a simulation using our dual-porosity
expression has been found to adequately account for the effect code, consider the configuration shown in Fig. 3, with the
of block shape, as well a.s the effect of initial saturation. 9 fracture oriented horizontally. This model would also apply to

the early stages of flow along a verticzl fracture. 9 Flow into
DUAL-POROSITY SIMULATOR the fracture is driven by the imposed potential at the y=0

boundary. For the matrix blocks, we use the hydrological
We have implemented our expressions for the parameters that have been estimated for the Topopah Spring

fracture/matrix flow as a modification to the TOUGH code, Member of the Paintbrush Tuff (Miocene) at Yucca Mann-
which is an integral finite-difference code that can simulate the tale, t'5 which are k=3.9x 10-1Sm:z, (z= 1.147x 10-'_Pa-l,
/low of liquid water, air and water vapor in porous or frac- $=0.14, S,=0.084, Sr=0.318, and n-3.04. For the fracture

tured media. The TOUGH code contains provisions for we use the same characteristic curves as for the matrix blocks ,.
sources/sinks of mass and heat, which ate calculated in the (for illustrative purposes only), but a transmissivity ofsubroutine QU. The sources/sinks are often used to account

8.33 x I0"14tna per unit depth perpendicular to the flow. This
for fluid that is injected or withdrawn from a borehole that transmissivity corresponds :z4'_ to a parallel-plate aperture of
penetrates one of the computational cells. We have modifi_ 100p.m. The fracture is discretized into 14 elements, of suc- '
this subroutine so as to include a new type of sink, which cessive lengths lm, 2m, 4m, etc. The temperature is taken to
represents l!quid water flowing into the matrix blocks. The be 20°C. The initial saturation of the matrix blocks is taken to

magnitude of the _nstantaneous flux of the sink associated with be 0.6765, which corresponds to an initial capillary pressure
each computational cell is computed using eqs. (4-6). The of-1 x 105Pa (1 bar).
subroutine QU calculates a "generatian" term G for each cell,

4
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VERTICAL INFILTRATION INTO A FRACTURED FOR-

. / MATION
Matrix Another hydrological problem of interest for the site char-

acterization process at Yucca Mountain is that of infiltration of
liquid water into a pervasively fractured formation, under the

• = 0 ------,'- Fracture influence of both capillary forces and gravitational forces.This infiltration can be modelled as occurring under conditions

N_ of constant pressure at the surface, or constant flux. 23 We will

Matrix consider infiltration to occur under barely-ponded conditions
that correspond to a very small positive potential, which we
will take to be zero; (The effect of the ponded head h at the
surface will be negligible compared to capillarity as long as

Y pgh,¢ l/a, which in this case will be true as long as the
ponded head is no more than a few centimeters), s If we

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of flow 'along a horizontal fracture, assume uniform properties in the horizontal plane, this can be
modeled as a one-dimensional problem that is ve.ry similar to

with transverse leakage into the matrix, the leaky-fracture problem discussed above. The only
differences in the simulations are the inclusion of a gravita.
tional gradient, and the use of a finite value for AJV, whichWe have solved this problem using both the modified ver-

sion of 'rOUGH, and also using TOUGH without the simulates a finite-sizematrix block.
source/sink expressions, but with ten grid blocks extending
into the matrix adjacent to each fracture element. When using Fig. 5 shows the saturation profile in the fractures, as a
the modified code, we input a very small value of A/V for the function of depth below the surface, after I x 103 seconds of
matrix blocks, in order to simulate the unbounded region adja- infiltration. The effect of gravity is to cause the water to
cent to the fracture. When solving the problem with explicit travel much farther than it would have under the influence of
discretization of the fracture and matrix regions, the matrix capillarity alone (compare Figs. 4 and 5). The agreement

between the fuUy-dtscretized TOUGH solution and the solu-elements must be extended sufficiently far into the the forma-
tion obtained with our new source/sink method is again rea-

tion so as to effectively simulate a semi-in finite region. The
saturation profile in the fracture after an elapsed time of sonably close, and the savings in CPU time, which mainly
1x 103 seconds is shown in Fig. 4, for both methods of calcu- depergls on the number of computational blocks used, was
lation. The agreement is excellent, and the decrease in CPU again almost 90%. Because the saturation profiles shown in
time obtained using the seml..analytical method was 88%. Fig. 5 refer only to the fractures, these profiles do not directly

reflect the amount of water that has leaked into the matrix
blocks. The total volumetric imbibition into the

1 ..... fractured/porous fom_ation can be measured by examining the
instantaneous flux into the first fracture grid block. Com..

parison of the instantaneous fluxes into the formation also

shows very close agreement between the results of the two
,., methods (Fig. 6).
rv
2_ 0.9
F-
L_< CONCLUSIONS
rr'

z_z_ A semi.analytical dual-porosity model for unsaturated
z flow in fractured/porous media has been described. Ano o,a

approximate analytical solution for imbibition of liquid water
cr_ into a matrix block has been incorporated into the numerical

T = 1.0E3s simulator TOUGH, to act as a source/sink term for the frac-er3

FULL¥-01SCRETIZ_._EQ[kN ture elements. In its present stage, the analytical treatment of5 --------------.- matrix imbibition is applicable to the wetting phase of
g_ o.7- NEWUErHO0 .-. J NX. infiltration processes. The modified code has been tested on

the problem of llow along a single horizontal fracture, as well
, as vertical infiltration into a fractured medium under constant-

head boundary conditions. In both cases the new method
o.6 -_-_-- . ...... _........... ... ........ gives very close agreement with simulatiorL_ that explicitly

,o lOO loo0 discretize the matrix blocks, while yielding a substantial sav-
DISTANCEFROF..',THE INLETO'n) ingsinCPU time.

Fig. 4. Saturation profile in the fracture, during flow along a
single horizontal fracture. Parame*.ers values used in the simu.
lations are listed in the text.
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